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Conveying Individual Differences: Random CI & MOR
Increasingly, many inves gators are interested in individual
diﬀerences. Conceptually developmental science is concerned
with the development of individuals, and nomothe c (group
mean) development has generally been a proxy. But there are
several prac cal reasons for recent increased interest:
available so ware, and reviewer demands.
The availability of so ware and sta s cal models that
permit the study of individual diﬀerences is one prac cal
mo va on. In the April newsle er, one of several advantages
a ributed to mul level modeling (MLM) was ability to study
individual diﬀerences. This is because MLM has explicit
es mates for the unexplained between-subject and withinsubject variance components in the popula on, while
tradi onal methods lump these components together by
compu ng the mean squared error in the sample. (We can
leave the discussion of es ma ng/popula on vs compu ng/
sample for another day.) Of import is that with a random
intercept parameter capturing between-person diﬀerences,
you can report both the propor on of unexplained variance
that is between subjects, as well as the expected withinsubject dependency, i.e., intraclass correla on coeﬃcient
(ICC).

There are sta s cs and plots that can assist with the
appraisal of individual diﬀerences. For con nuous outcomes,
it is useful to compute a random 95%CI because the betweenperson and within-person variances are in the same scale as
the outcome, and interpreta on of the CI is intui ve (for
discussion, see Hoﬀman & Stawski (2009), p. 103). For
discrete outcomes, where log odds or incidence rates are
modeled, the between and within variances are on diﬀerent
scales. However sta s cs have been developed that translate
the between-person variance into intui ve and consistent
scales. Plots can also be very useful in visually conveying the
extent of individual diﬀerences around the model’s fixed
eﬀects. So ware for both predic ng and plo ng individual
trajectories is found in most standard stats packages. These
ideas are illustrated with a set of applied examples.
ConƟnuous Outcome
Below are individual trajectories for longitudinal
assessments in 3 study groups (for details see, Williams,
Herman, & Bontempo). The thicker green line conveys group
averages.

The study of individual diﬀerences can be extended by
comparing es mated variance components across models
where person-level and/or occasion-level covariates are
added, or by adding addi onal random parameters to capture
between-person diﬀerences in slopes (e.g., me/change or
s muli proper es such as phonotac c probability). Such
modeling strategy goes beyond just compu ng an ICC. The
prac cal “how-to” of adding random coeﬃcients and/or
comparing mul ple MLMs is a topic in itself, and must be le
for another newsle er(s).
A 2nd prac cal mo va on to consider individual diﬀerences
is that today’s reviewers are increasingly asking for some
quan fica on (or illustra on or discussion) of individual
diﬀerences. In many cases it is suﬃcient to report the ICC.
This does quan fy between-person diﬀerences; but it is not
clear how useful the ICC is to most readers.

It is easy to see that individuals vary considerably around
the group mean level and slope across occasions. The table
below is a 3-level (facility, person, me) model fit to these
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data with fixed eﬀects for
group baselines, group
gains a er training, and
subsequent losses.
Random eﬀects for
between-facility, between
-person and withinperson (residual) variance
are also shown. The ICCs
denote that 15.8% of the
total unexplained
variance, i.e., 11.408 /
(11.408 + 47.145 +
13.620), is between
facili es and 81.1% is
between persons.

Fixed Effects
----------------------------------Group Baselines
Gr#1
-2.495 [-8.867, 3.876]
Gr#2
1.858 [-4.331, 8.048]
Gr#3 (ref) 15.597 [11.023, 20.172]
Group Change
gr#1 gain*** 3.197
gr#2 gain
1.328
gr#3 gain
-1.054
gr#1 loss
-1.413
gr#2 loss
-1.359
gr#3 loss
1.528

[ 1.369,
[-0.532,
[-2.801,
[-3.410,
[-3.398,
[-0.504,

Post-es ma on individual predicted values can be
requested and plo ed alongside of the group mean
predicted values.

5.025]
3.188]
0.693]
0.583]
0.679]
3.561]

Random Effects
----------------------------------Between Facility
11.408
Between Person
47.145
Within Person (residual)
13.620
ICC
----------------------------------Facility
.158
Person
.811

A random CI can
facilitate appraisal of the
between-level variance. Fixed eﬀects in the model, are shown
with a 95%CI related to their precision of es ma on. For
example, across repeated samples of the popula on, 95% of the
me the es mate of group#3’s mean baseline score will be
between 11.023 and 20.172. By contrast, a random eﬀects
confidence interval uses the es mate of between-level variance
to construct a 95%CI around the model parameter’s es mate.
This addresses how this eﬀect varies across persons.
95%CI = EsƟmate ± 1.96*SQRT(between variance)
Here 1.96 *sqrt(11.408+47.145)= 1.96*7.652= 15.0. So, we
can compute that 95% of the me the baseline value of an
individual in group#3 is expected to fall between 15.597-15 =
0.597 and 15.597+15 = 30.597. (In these data individual
diﬀerences are large, and person-level predictors such as age,
health, & depression did explain a lot of this between-person
variance). This calcula on can be extended to any adjusted
mean predicted by the model. At one month the CI for group #1
would be (15.597-2.495+3.197)±15.0

This first plot can be very useful for understanding what a
random intercept model does and does not do. The
trajectory of each individual is parallel, varying around their
respec ve group means only in level. This is because there
were random intercepts for facility and person, but no
random coeﬃcients to allow persons (or facili es) to vary
in how they changed across me. However, the range of
es mated individual diﬀerences is easily seen against the
magnitude of group mean changes. As indicated by the CI
we just computed, individuals fall everywhere between 0
and 30.
The plot below shows individual diﬀerences in both level
and change. Here two addi onal random coeﬃcients were
added to the model to capture between-person variance in
gain and loss. (Three covariance parameters were also

The random eﬀect CI might be even more useful for
characterizing individual diﬀerences in change. The random
intercepts for facility and person only capture diﬀerences in
level. If an addi onal random eﬀect is added to capture how
individuals vary around their group’s mean gain es mate, then
that variance component could be used to construct a
confidence interval into which individual change would fall 95%
of the me. (If two random eﬀects are used to es mate random
change at both facility and individual levels, then they would be
added together as above.)
While random eﬀects CIs might be more transparent to
readers than ICCs, plots can o en be more useful to show both
what the model is doing and the extent of model-es mated
individual diﬀerences. This is illustrated here with several plots.
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added, but that is be er discussed in a longer tutorial on
random coeﬃcient modeling.)
Now it is easily seen that individual es mates vary both in
overall level as well as in the direc on/magnitude of change
over me. Comparing the two plots, the reader can understand
the diﬀerent implica ons of random-intercept vs randomcoeﬃcient models—an otherwise diﬃcult topic. The range of
individual diﬀerences is s ll easily seen. Each group’s mean
change maybe posi ve or nega ve, but some individuals are not
well described by their group’s mean. It can also be seen that
many individual trajectories are s ll roughly parallel. In these
data individuals diﬀer mainly in overall level and diﬀer less in
how they change. In fact, a likelihood ra o test comparing the
random coeﬃcient model to the random intercept model,
a ests that there is not a significant improvement adding a
random coeﬃcient in these data.
This plot is s ll simpler (more orderly) that the raw data plot
we began with. For one thing, there is a single linear loss
parameter, so no elbows in the trajectories at 4 months. In some
cases the raw-data elbow is very pronounced. Also, some
subjects are seen to drop out in the raw data. Models are always
more simplis c, or they would not be models. Plots of modelimplied trajectories help you see just how much more simple.
In this case person-level covariates predic ng level are likely
to be more useful than occasion-specific covariates predic ng
change. The next plot shows the result of adding baseline age
into the random intercept model. (Now there are mul ple red
lines in each group because there are mul ple ages observed in
each group). It can also be seen that (visually) age covers about
1/3 of previously unexplained between-person diﬀerences.

While it is not likely that a long sequence of plots like these
can be included in your published papers, the u lity of plots
should not be discounted. These kinds of plots can help you

visualize the eﬀects and facilitate write up of your results.
And, one key plot might be included in the manuscript.
Also, mul ple plots might be placed in an online
supplement, which more journals are star ng to oﬀer. For
a very eﬀec ve use of an online supplement, see Storkel,
Bontempo, Aschenbrenner, Maekawa, & Lee.
Discrete Outcome
Quan fying or visualizing individual diﬀerences for
discrete outcome models is more complicated. Calcula on
of the ICC and interpreta on of a random eﬀects CI was
straigh orward with con nuous outcomes because the
between and within variances were on the same scale (the
data scale) and no link func on is involved. For binary
(right/wrong) or ordinal outcomes the logit link func on is
used to model the log of the odds of a correct answer (or
scoring one level higher). Further the between-variance is
on a logis c scale, while the within variance is on a
probability scale and dependent on the propor on of right/
wrong responses. Merlo et al review several approaches to
ge ng an appropriate ICC for mul level logis c and
Poisson regressions, but the median odds-ra o (MOR) is
oﬀered as superior to any of these ICC methods. If you read
Merlo et al, please note that his mul level models were
people within area. For BNCD inves gators is it more o en
me/trial within person, so wherever he says “betweenarea”, think between-person. In either case the point is to
discuss diﬀerences between higher-level units in the
mul level model. (There is also a corresponding median
incidence-ra o, MIR, for Poisson models, but I will discuss
MOR here.)
The concept of the MOR is simple. As we saw in the
random intercept plots of the con nuous outcome, there is
a model implied level/intercept for each person. If you
imagine selec ng any two people with the same covariate
values (e.g., same group, age… etc), one is going to have a
higher random intercept (level), and the one with the
higher level is going to have a higher predicted score.
Logis c models actually predict probability of a correct
response, so the person with a higher random intercept
would have a higher predicted probability. You could
actually consider every possible pairing of persons with the
same covariate values, and note each me how much
higher the predicted probability is for the person with the
higher random intercept. Some mes it will be just a li le
bit higher and some mes a lot higher, depending on how
much the two people diﬀer in their random intercept.
When there is more between-person variance the MOR is
larger because the number of pairs with large random
intercept diﬀerences will increase. The MOR expresses this

If you have repeated measures or longitudinal data and would like help visualizing individual trajectories, contact Daniel
Bontempo (deb193@ku.edu, 785-846-4824). The ATT Core can show you how to make the necessary plots, or possibly
provide the plots for you.
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diﬀerence in probabili es as an odds-ra o (OR). It is the median
odds of the person with the higher random intercept answering
correctly if you actually tabulated every possible paring. So if you
had a MOR=2.0, you could say that half of the me two random
persons are drawn, the odds are 2.0 or greater that one person
would be more likely to answer correctly, all other things
(covariates) being equal.
Fortunately, you do not have to generate every possible
pairing and find the median. It can be shown that the MOR is
0.95 mes the square root of es mated between-person
variance, exponen ated.

MOR = exp( .95 * sb ), where sb is the square root of
es mated between-person variance, or standard devia on.
The MOR has several advantages over ICC. It does not use
within-person variance, so it is not sta s cally dependent on the
propor on of yes/no responses. More importantly, because it is
an OR, it amounts to an eﬀect size for between-person
diﬀerences. Logis c models actually es mate the change in log
odds for a 1 unit change in the predictor, and it is common to
take the exponent of model parameters to express the eﬀect of
predictors in OR metric. Since the MOR is in OR metric, the eﬀect
of between-person variance (i.e., individual diﬀerences) can be
directly compared to the eﬀect of any predictor in the model.
Consider the example output below.
This logis c regression uses data described in Storkel et al,
where 47 children were tested on a vocabulary naming task over
40 trials. Tes ng was either immediate or delayed one week,
and children were either about 3 or about 5 years old. The odds
of a correct response are over 2 fold higher when tes ng
immediately follows training. The odds of a correct response are
1.62 greater when the child was older, although this eﬀect is not
significant (p=.13). The standard devia on of the es mated
between-subject diﬀerences was .867. The MOR= exp(.95*.867)

Mixed-effects logistic regression
Group variable: Subj

= 2.28. So the magnitude of between-person diﬀerences
compares closely to the eﬀect of immediate tes ng (versus
one week later.) This comparison is possible because both
the eﬀect of immediate tes ng and the MOR are on a
common OR scale.
It is also possible to use plots to visualize individual
diﬀerences in mul level logis c regression. See the online
supplement for Storkel et al for example plots showing
individual diﬀerences.
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Poten al topics for future ATT Core newsle ers respond to
reader requests. Topics ideas, or sugges ons are very welcome. Please contact Daniel Bontempo with any ideas for
making the ATT Core newsle er a more useful resource.

Number of obs
Number of groups

=
=

1855
47

Obs per group: min =
32
avg =
39.5
max =
40
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Correct | Odds Ratio
Std. Err.
z
P>|z|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------immediate |
2.189314
.402031
4.27
0.000
1.527563
3.137741
older |
1.62166
.5216229
1.50
0.133
.8633018
3.046191
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Random-effects Parameters |
Estimate
Std. Err.
[95% Conf. Interval]
-----------------------------+-----------------------------------------------Subj: Identity
sd(_cons) |
.8665222
.1507425
.6161727
1.218588
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